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Lorenzo Truant

Description
Lampada a sospensione con struttura in alluminio anodizzato bronzo e diffusore in materiale plastico.

Voltage
220-240V

Dimmable LED
PUSH 1-10V

Light source and alternative bulbs
LED 1x5W-
2700K
CRI 90+

Available diffuser colours
☐ White

Available structure colours
☐ Bronze

Other colours available

Included accessories
LED
Alimentatore elettronico dimmerabile

Weight Lamp
Net: 2.55 kg

Packaging
Gross weight: 4.42 kg
Volume: 0.064 m³
Number of boxes: 2

Specs
IP40
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Preliminary notes: Pictures, descriptions, dimensions and technical data have to be considered as purely indicative. While maintaining the basic characteristics of the product, the manufacturer reserves the right to make modifications at any time with the sole aim of improvement.